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The strenuous year 2020 brought more than one challenge
for every cultural organisation, not only Ara Art. When the
first lockdown hit in mid-March, we were finishing up
preparations for the celebration of International Romani
Day, our “flagship” event which usually kicks off the season
of cultural activities. For a few days, we kept hoping that
everything would be resolved in a matter of weeks and that
the celebrations would take place, perhaps with a limited
number of spectators. However, very soon, we began to
wonder how to connect the spectators with the artists
remotely. The ideal tool seemed to be an online live stream.
Every cloud has a silver lining, and we were, therefore, able
to expand the programme and include artists living abroad
whom we would otherwise not have been able to afford to
invite to Prague.
By the end of spring, it seemed we were out of the woods and that our upcoming activities
would take place without restrictions. We resumed our cooperation with the Husa na
provázku Theatre, where our colleague Pavlína Matiová began rehearsing a new original
production of Gádžové jdou do nebe, which we managed to premiere successfully together
with the team from this Brno theatre on 29 May. In summer, with the restrictions weakening,
we were able to organise the Ara Fest, a festival of Romani culture in Plzeň, more or less
without adjustments. The same went for activities under the Artivism and Leadership
Academies or the commemoration of the Romani Holocaust Day, which is part of the
Leperiben: We Do Not Forget event.
With the coming of autumn, it was once again clear that we would have to think of alternative
ways to bring culture to our audience. In November, we cooperated with Slovo 21 and the
Kher publishing house to organise online celebrations of the World Day of the Romani
Language and several online meetings of the Artivism Academy. We ended the season just
before Christmas with the Romani Days. In the end, this event was able to take place in the
theatre but without the audience present. So we invited one renowned musical entity (band
or group) to each of the three nights and convinced them that the format of a concert talk
show in which the band alternates musical sets with interviews would be ideal for an event
restricted to the online environment, both for the audience and for production.

As difficult as 2020 was, it nevertheless taught us something. We managed to keep the
organisation running and carry out all of our planned activities, and that opened the door for
us to many new opportunities and platforms for communicating with our audiences, artists
and participants in our education and leadership programmes. We learned not to rely on the
usual possibilities but always to have a plan B. We picked up ways to attract new audiences
in the online space who might not have come to a live public event. On top of that, we
managed to launch and consolidate the programmes of both of our Academies and, last but
not least, we also received a grant from the European Commission to support the Roma LGBT
minority, which means we will be able to develop our activities in this area in the future.
We can only wish that the next year will be at least as successful as 2020 but preferably with
fewer obstacles. Above all, we hope it will be full of health and joy of meeting together,
inspiring one another and sharing positive prospects for the future.
David Tišer, Director of Ara Art, z.s.
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Important Days of the Roma Nation
We already began implementing the four important days for the Romani nation full of
cultural, educational and awareness-raising events in 2019. From the very beginning, this
year-round continuous activity commemorating events that serve as a bridge between the
majority and the Roma minority communities has proved very successful. In March, however,
it became clear that the pandemic and the related measures would affect all of the originally
planned events in a major way. We reacted immediately, either by moving the events to an
online space or adjusting the conditions for outdoor events to comply with the anti-pandemic
measures.
1. International Romani Day: 8 – 10 April 2020 (From one living room to another)
The sixth annual celebration of International Romani Day was organised by the Ara Art
association with the theme of “We are all Romani”. Although it was impossible to have the
entire event as originally planned, we did not give up and moved the event and its entire
organisation to the online environment. Almost everything had to be changed, but we kept
the original theme. After all, what is better to illustrate the idea of mutual equality than to
point out the fact that in the current, i.e. pandemic, state of society, we are all truly equal?
The virus doesn't pick and choose. The original plan was amended, first in terms of content,
then form and even date.
On 8 April, the audience was able to witness the first experimental celebration of
International Romani Day. David Tišer, the director of Ara Art, hosted the event from his living
room and connected with the gala evening guests (artists, musicians and other Romani
personalities) in their living rooms, kitchens and other parts of their homes via a live stream.
And he did not limit himself to guests living
in the Czech Republic. Therefore, the gala
evening played host to names such as Petra
Gelbart – a Romani musician, accordionist
and musicologist, and a graduate of Harvard
University – who performed virtually directly
from her apartment in New York. We
welcomed the only female first violinist from
Slovakia, Barbora Botošová, and we were
also graced by the presence of the Romani
pop diva Gitana. The audience was also able
to enjoy the performances of rising young
stars, such as the Ondič siblings, but also
perennial stars of the Romani music scene
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and beyond, including Gejza Horváth, Zdeněk Lázok, Milan Kroka and contemporary Romani
musicians who combine their ethnic roots with other musical influences. These were Pavlína
Matiová, Roman Zorba Horváth, Tibor Žida and Ondřej Gizman. Nothing compares to a faceto-face meeting, but under the given conditions, we managed to celebrate International
Romani Day 2020 respectfully and successfully. The advantage of the online event was that
it provided more space for the spoken word and allowed for a better introduction of the
personalities who were performing.
The number of viewers of the online stream watching the International Romani Day gala:
17,000
9 – 10 April 2020: Off-Programme of the Online Celebration of International Romani Day
2020
The two days following the gala evening were full of off-programme events accompanying
the online celebrations of International Romani Day. On Thursday, 9 April, the audience had
the opportunity to watch a recording of the Ara Art theatre production of ...a zase jsme spali
pindral. The streamed recording was well received, mainly because many viewers had not
yet had the opportunity to see the performance live in the theatre. On Friday, 10 April, two
off-programme events of International Romani Day 2020 took place. The dance workshop by
the rising Romani dancer Brian Mihaliček, who mainly focuses on funk and other modern
dance elements, earned much praise. The evening ended with a streamed concert of the
Lačhe Manuša band.
The number of viewers of the off-programme celebrations of International Romani Day:
10,000
2. Roma Holocaust Memorial Day – 2 August 2020, Prague 2, Náměstí Míru
An evening composed of stage stories of surviving witnesses, traditional Romani music and
the names of Romani Holocaust victims being read out by public figures that took place on
the Náměstí Míru square in Prague was the second annual commemoration of the Roma
Holocaust Memorial Day.
It is remembered worldwide on 2 August in memory of the annihilation of almost 3000
remaining prisoners in the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp in 1944. The participants
were reminded of the survivor’s story of Irena Tomášová, dramatised and narrated by Pavlína
Matiová and accompanied by musical performances by Milan Kroka, Roman Zorba Horváth
and Simona Šenkiová.
The event ended with several public figures reading out the names of the Romani Holocaust
victims from the ledger.
A commemorative event on such a scale is unique in the Czech Republic, and it was once
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again in the spotlight of the audience and the
media.
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3. World Day of the Romani Language – 5 November 2020 (online)
Romani is an ancient language belonging to the Indo-European language group. The number
of speakers in Europe can only be estimated on the basis of the complex consolidation of
statistical data from various countries. That is why the number fluctuates between 4.6 and
12 million, while it is safe to say that there are around 6.6 million speakers. This number does
not match the number of people of Roma nationality.
This is the result of long-term marginalisation, which is deeply rooted in our history. The
assimilation policies of many states and repressive measures against the use of the Romani
language, for example, in the Czech Republic, have, in the majority of cases, stopped the
transfer of the mother tongue from generation to generation within families. The risk of
potential problems arising from speaking the Romani language, especially in schools and
other public institutions, has been instrumental in pushing the language to the margins of
social interest.
This trend was disrupted by the efforts of the Czech linguist Milena Hübschmannová, who
devoted most of her professional life to research, codification and general promotion of the
Romani language. Thanks to her work, there has been an accredited Romani Studies
programme at the Department of Central European Studies of the Faculty of Arts at Charles
University for almost three decades now.
The World Day of the Romani Language in November could not be celebrated offline, so we
had to transfer the entire event online once again. In an improvised studio, the host, Veronika
Hlaváčová, invited guests, native speakers of Romani, who took part in short interviews and
then read in Romani and Czech either from their own literary works or from the works of
prominent Romani authors. We heard a short story by the prose writer and poet Tera
Fabiánová read by Michal Mika and a short story by Jan Horváth Döme read by Jan Dužda,
accompanied by original short stories and poems performed by Věra Duždová Horváthová,
Dana Ema Hrušková and Martin Oláh.
The total number of online stream views: 2,500
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4. Romane Dživesa – Romani Days – 10 to 12 December 2020 – Prague, D21 (online stream)
Since some of the planned events were impossible to organise and since the promise we
made in good faith in the spring that everything that had to be done online we would “make
up for” in the autumn could not be kept, we
finally decided to at least perform in cultural
spaces, although without an audience. We
organised three intimate Christmas evenings
of a streamed concert and talk show combo.
Each of them was dedicated to one musical
personality or group. The events were hosted
by the Bikár sisters, who interviewed each
musical
entity
in
between
their
performances,
talking
about
their
backgrounds, current artistic production, and
future plans. For each of the three
performers, we prepared a Christmas
surprise in the form of a guest invited secretly
without prior arrangement and chosen especially for them. The members of the Le
Čhavendar band from Rokycany were surprised to talk to their own fathers, who form a
significant part of the legendary band Kale. Tereza Ondičová and her new music project,
Omerta Team, which combines traditional Romani musical influences with hip-hop and other
modern genres, was unexpectedly delighted by a visit from her former teacher from the
conservatory, Erika Fečová. Barbora Botošová, who came to the Czech Republic with her
band Friends and who enchanted the audience with her wild csardas melodies combined
with swing and jazz rhythms of breathtaking quality, was delighted by the Slovak violin
virtuoso Viliam Didiáš.
Each of the evenings ended with an impromptu musical performance by both hosts of the
show, who are also singers. The results were three completely new and lively Christmas
carols transformed into csardas, hip-hop and swing.
Although these did not make up for meeting live, the Romani Days were met with a great
audience and media response.
The total number of viewers of the Romani Days: 11,000
Recordings of most of our events are available on our Facebook page in the Videos section.
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The fourth year of ARA FEST in Plzeň, a festival of Romani culture, brought about a number
of interesting cultural events spread over three days. We want the project to approach the
broadest possible group of people, which is reflected in the programme’s composition, with
its emphasis on accessibility. This allows us to attract not only the majority population but
also people who are usually not keen on cultural events for various (often social) reasons. At
the same time, this strategy brings together groups of people who would not usually come
into contact and does so in a friendly and positive environment.
The festival opened on Thursday, 9 July, with the opening of an open-air exhibition Details
Also Make the Man, showing the work of Jan Mihaliček, a respected photographer and a
member of the prestigious group of photographers 400 ASA, who was the main author and
also the mentor of Jitka Matiová, a co-author of the exhibition. The exhibition’s basic concept
is asking how far one can go in detail when individuality and the concrete begin to blur, and
anonymity begins. Is it possible to assess an individual on the bases of detail and fragmented
or incomplete information? The face or the whole figure may suggest to an experienced
expert on people who the person in question might be. But can the expert do the same on
the basis of a detailed view of an eye, lips or a hand? One may contemplate the identity of
the original model and thus become an active participant in the exhibition, at least for a
while. The exhibition Details Also Make the Man was created and first presented on the
occasion of the celebration of International Romani Day 2020, and the Ara Fest in Plzeň was
its first stop outside Prague. The exhibition panels were installed in Smetanovy sady, i.e. in
the very centre of the city.
On Friday, 10 July, the programme included a festival island, Ara Island, which provided the
audience with an extraordinary artistic experience and, at the same time, drew their
attention to other festival events. For a couple of hours, the picturesque part of the Plzeň
city centre on the Mill Race, where an artificial lake creates a tranquil area surrounded by
restaurants and cafés, resounded with music pieces, “mini concerts”, performed by young
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and promising representatives of the Romani music scene, the siblings Natálie and David
Kuchár.
Friday evening was dedicated to a concert taking place in the famous courtyard at Zach’s Pub
in Plzeň, which created a naturally intimate concert space. The main star of the evening was
the band Feri and the Gypsies, which combines traditional and contemporary influences in
Romani music and performed for the completely booked-up auditorium.
Saturday, 11 July, the last day of the Ara Fest, was, as is traditional, reserved for a big open
concert in the “U Branky” area near the Náměstí Republiky square. Several hundred
spectators had the opportunity to spend the late afternoon in the company of leading stars
of the Romani music scene. It included a performance by the famous Vojta Lavička and his
band, the more contemporary scene was represented by the band Romano Zorba Fusion,
Lucie Bikárová represented the young generation, and the main star of the festival was
undoubtedly Milan Kroka’s Live Band.
As the Ara Fest organisers, we assess the fourth year of the festival very positively. For a long
time, it was unclear whether the festival would take place because of the anti-pandemic
measures. After uncertain preparations, however, came the successful organisation and once
again the Ara Fest proved itself to be gaining greater audience momentum and is succeeding
in fulfilling its goals:
to bring authentic, contemporary and quality Romani culture to the city of Plzeň, from which
– despite the large number of Romani residents living in Plzeň and the surrounding areas – it
is virtually absent, and to offer a space for natural and friendly gatherings of all local groups,
especially those with Romani and other backgrounds, which would not otherwise meet.
The three days of festival events were attended by an estimated total of 1,000 spectators.
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Media feedback
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Media feedback

PHUNDRADO VUDAR Gallery/OPEN DOOR GALLERY
In 2016, ARA ART decided to focus on fine arts and photography. This gave rise to the
Phundrado Vudar Gallery (Open Door Gallery) project. This project was composed of a total
of 12 interior exhibitions and focused on a variety of topics. These exhibitions were very
popular with the visitors, so we decided to continue with the gallery to make sure the works
of Romani artists would be seen by as many people as possible in busy places in the Czech
capital. Since its founding in 2018, the gallery has held two exhibitions each year and
presented them in public spaces in Prague and beyond.
The photographs that are exhibited are of large format and placed on outdoor exhibition
panels. One of the main objectives content-wise is to identify talented Romani artists and
offer them the help of a mentoring programme to develop their talents and make their work
more professional. Therefore, the works that are exhibited are collaborations between a
mentor (a renowned artist) and a student (an emerging artist). The mentoring process lasts
approximately two months and ideally results in a set of nine large-format works suitable for
an outdoor exhibition.

JOZEF FEČO: UNKNOWN COLOURS OF PERSONALITIES
(31 October – 21 November 2020, PRAGUE, TUSAROVA PARK)
The author is an artist and graduate of the Secondary School of Art in Prešov, Jozef Fečo. In
his work, he presents eight world personalities who have Romani roots in the form of
portraits made using the techniques of pop art, street art and stencil art. The portraits depict
the Belgian jazz guitarist, composer and founder of Romani jazz Django Reinhardt, American
actor and singer Elvis Presley, actor, comedian, director and producer Charles Chaplin,
Juscelino Kubitschek, the Brazilian president between 1956 and 1961, British actor Michael
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Caine, French film director, screenwriter, composer, actor and producer Tony Gatlif and
Russian-American stage and film actor Yul Brynner, best known for his role in The Magnificent
Seven.

LUKÁŠ TESAŘ & KATEŘINA NEUŽILOVÁ: RETROSPECTIVE:
INTERNATIONAL ROMANI DAY (5 – 22 December 2020, PRAGUE, TUSAROVA PARK)
The exhibition entitled Celebrating International Romani Day is a collaboration between the
photographer Lukáš Petr Tesař and his student Kateřina Neužilová. ARA ART has been
organising the gala evening to commemorate the International Romani Day since 2015. The
photographer Lukáš Petr Tesař has been documenting this event since its first year. He has
been taking photographs since 2003, mainly street art with an overlap into social and
minority topics, such as homelessness, Roma issues or the LGBT+ community. For the fifth
anniversary of the celebrations, which took place on 8 April 2019 at the Archa Theatre, he
invited students from the Michael Secondary School of Advertising and Art Design and
photographed the entire event as part of the mentoring programme. The collective work
resulted in a selection shown in the exhibition which includes photographs by both the
mentor, Lukáš Petr Tesař, and the student, Kateřina Neužilová.
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S UPPORT FOR THE ROMA LGBT+ COMMUNITY
Roma LGBT in Europe
“Help to make the Roma LGBT minority visible.”
The project by ARA ART began on 1 October 2020 and will continue until April 2022. It
responds to the critical situation of the Roma LGBTI minority, which is subjected to many
forms of exclusion and multiple discrimination and forced out of inclusive and integrative
policies and measures. Their peripheral status exacerbates their vulnerability and reinforces
the risk of hate speech, stigma, homophobia and general social non-acceptance. Hiding one’s
sexual orientation and gender identity is the only way of saving oneself from social isolation
or excommunication. Therefore, it is necessary to increase efforts to remove the publicly
known barriers and strengthen intervention in advocacy and application of their rights at the
national and European level.
What are the objectives of our project?
n to improve the information available to crucial stakeholders about the position of LGBTI
people of Romani origin in selected countries
n to raise awareness and increase the amount of information available to the public about
LGBTI people of Romani origin
n to reinforce the European call for national Roma integration policies to reflect the needs
of the diverse composition of groups represented in the Roma population
n to increase advocacy of applying an intersectional approach to combating discrimination
against LGBTI people of Romani origin
n to consolidate and expand the functionality of the international Roma LGBTIQ platform to
carry out advocacy activities at the European level

MAJORITA
Předsudky majority vůči LGBTIQ
ROMA LGBTIQ
LGBTIQ
Paradoxně i majoritní LGBTIQ komunita dokáže být diskriminující vůči Roma
LGBTIQ. Zejména v prostředí seznamek, klubů apod.
ROMOVÉ
Předsudky majority vůči Romům
Romská kultura je stále velmi tradiční a homosexualita je tabuizované téma.
Velmi často dochází k exkomunikaci z rodiny i komunity.
Předsudky LGBTIQ vůči Romům

MAJORITY
The majority’s prejudice against LGBTIQ
ROMA LGBTIQ
LGBTIQ
As a paradox, even the majority LGBTIQ community may discriminate against
the Roma LGBTIQ community. Especially on dating sites, in clubs, etc.
ROMA
THe majority’s prejudice against Roma
Romani culture is still very traditional, and homosexuality is taboo.
Excommunication from the family or community is very common.
LGBTIQ prejudice against Roma
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How do we want to achieve the objectives, and what are the expected results?
1. We will prepare an analysis/study on the situation of the Roma LGBTI community in
selected EU countries to fill the information gap and provide all key institutions and
authorities with a comprehensive picture and information on the minority’s situation. The
study will also support the existing argumentative tools for defending the rights of the
Roma LGBTI community. This activity will include organising a structured dialogue on a
national level with the main stakeholders – three round tables in the Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Hungary, with a total of 200 participants.
2. We will organise three thematic events within LGBTI Pride which will help raise the
awareness and consciousness of participants, promote cooperation between
organisations and deepen their collective efforts to fight against discrimination, with a
total of 2,000 participants.
3. We will implement an awareness-raising campaign to substantially support a change in
social attitudes and behaviour towards the Roma LGBTI minority, with an emphasis on
mitigating the impact of homophobia and eliminating taboos, prejudice, and stereotypes.
The campaign is expected to impact 500,000 individuals.
4. We will engage in advocacy activities at the national level focused on taking into account
the needs of the Roma LGBTI minority in the Roma integration policy. These activities will
include organising a structured dialogue at the national level with key stakeholders – three
round tables in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary, with a total of 200 participants.
5. The systematic activity of the international Roma LGBTIQ platform will lead to a
strengthening of its position as a respected network serving as a contact and
communication channel in matters concerning the primary target group. The new website
will use various tools to help raise awareness, improve knowledge and strengthen
cooperation (interactive map with 20 contacts to reach organisations working with LGBT
Roma, 40 examples of good practice).
6. The project will end with organising an international LGBT conference at which the project
results, recommendations and necessary follow-up measures will be presented to
representatives of institutions, organisations and stakeholders who influence policies
related to the Roma LGBT minority; with 100 participants.
What impacts can we expect?
1. We will increase awareness and deepen knowledge of the problems and specific needs of
the Roma LGBTI community among the professional public and key stakeholders.
2. We will increase the level of participation and activation of the Roma LGBTIQ movement.
3. We will shine a light on the Roma LGBTIQ minority.
4. We will increase social sensitivity, acceptance and a better understanding of the
importance of diversity.
5. We will improve mutual awareness and networking among organisations that focus on
human rights issues and promote and defend the rights of the Roma sexual minority.
6. We will boost the efficiency of sharing examples of good practice by web users. We will
create a clear list of organisations which may be approached by the members of the Roma
LGBT minority.
7. We will reinforce the self-confidence and self-identity of the Roma LGBTI minority.
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Whom do we work with?
The project is one in collaboration
between three EU member states: the
European Union, Slovakia and Hungary.
ARA ART, as the Czech representative, is
the initiator and main implementer of the
project.
The selection of other project partners
reflects the knowledge base of Romani
organisations which are members of the
international Roma LGBTIQ platform.
However, the activities and expected
results are targeted so as to have the
potential to achieve a positive change in
the status of the Roma LGBTI minority in
other European countries.
This ambition relies in particular on the
support of the Commission, as the initiator
of the member states’ call to increase
efforts to combat discrimination on the
grounds of sexual orientation and gender
identity while at the same time monitoring
and evaluating progress in national
Romani integration policies.
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EADERSHIP PROGRAMMES
Stronger Together

The project supports the representatives of smaller Romani non-profit organisations in their
personal and professional development. Through education, inspiration, experience sharing
and mentoring, it contributes to further development and capacity building in order to
develop organisations and new initiatives. In particular, it supports smaller or starting
initiatives that are organised by civically active Roma from various parts of the Czech
Republic.
Smaller Romani organisations generally face financing issues in their activities, often because
the condition for receiving a grant or subsidy is that the organisation must have been
established for at least two years. The classic fundraising models (state subsidies, foundation
grant programmes) for smaller or new initiatives face strict conditions for receiving a grant
that are impossible for them to meet. Many interesting initiatives and projects do not get
implemented because more and more emphasis is placed on the ability to present the plan
for the project in such a way that it meets the conditions of the grant call. However, what is
important for the participants in the ARA ART Leadership Academy is their genuine interest
and desire to help, in particular, at the local level and within Romani communities, so that
they can help improve the circumstances of Roma in places where they do not get equal
treatment and support from the state or municipalities.
Roma in the Czech Republic still belong to a minority, are marginalised and do not have equal
starting conditions in education and access to work or housing. Generally, there is a lack of
confidence in the abilities of Roma themselves, even on the part of foundations or donors
who want to support them. That is why we need to prepare, educate ourselves and persist.
We started the project in 2020 as a several-month-long pilot project at a time when the entire
country was dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated state of emergency and
restrictions on many activities. At this moment, there are over 30 participants from all over
the Czech Republic. Among the aspects that the participants perceive as important are
mutual support and cooperation, the opportunity to attend training courses that target both
their personal and professional needs precisely and are held with respect to the development
of their organisation, expert mentoring managed by experienced individuals and the feeling
that they do not need to deal with their issues alone.
Target Group and Project Objectives
In the first year of the implementation of the Leadership Academy, 25 representatives from
smaller Romani non-profit organisations or starting initiatives from all over the Czech
Republic were involved.
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Objectives:
1. To strengthen and develop the leadership of representatives of Romani organisations.
2. To promote the participation of Roma in public life and changes to it, in particular,
with respect to the marginalised needs of the Roma.
3. To support the need for self-realisation of the programme participants on both the
personal and professional levels.
4. To provide expert guidance, mentoring and other educational activities with regard to
strengthening the capacities and development of organisations or initiatives.
5. To foster the team spirit among the participants in the ARA ART Leadership programme.
6. To improve the self-esteem of the participants and increase their confidence in their own
abilities despite the numerous barriers and prejudices they often have to overcome
because of their ethnicity.
7. To strengthen the integrity of the participants through education in the field of Romani
history and socio-cultural specifics so that they understand the historical and social
context of the position of the Romani in society and understand themselves better, and
so that they are better equipped to provide arguments and present the needs of Roma
as leaders of their communities not only with respect to donors but also to institutions
and state authorities at the local, regional and national levels.
8. To create a tight-knit group of Romani people working together across the entire Czech
Republic to support, inspire and contribute to improving the position of Roma in society.
9. To work on the strategic development of the participant organisations and initiatives.
10. To provide education on fundraising in its full range of possibilities, i.e. not only grants
and state grant support, but also work with individual donors and other forms of
fundraising necessary for the implementation of projects and long-term sustainability of
the activities of non-profit organisations.
Aside from the regular online educational meetings and ongoing mentoring support of the
participants, in the summer of 2020, we had the opportunity to organise a several-day-long
gathering of Leadership Academy participants that took place in Prague. Representatives of
the organisations presented their activities, needs and plans for further development. The
programme included a wide range of educational activities led by experienced lecturers and
experts of both Romani (Michal
Mižigár – The history of the Roma and
their emancipation at the European
level, David Tišer – The socio-cultural
specifics
of
Roma,
Monika
Mihaličková – How to run an online
fundraising campaign successfully)
and non-Romani descent. For
example, Kateřina Smolová from ING
prepared a seminar on How to
increase the reach of social media
posts.
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Naturally, we did not forget activities to bolster the hands-on experience of the participants
with respect to their leadership skills. Such activities providing hands-on experience were
performed in the spirit of the Theatre of the Oppressed, led by the script editor and certified
lecturer Líza Urbanová. The participants had the opportunity to get to know their own
abilities better, to lead and be led by others and to realise how fragile and unstable authority
is if you do not have the support of others who not only follow you but are on the same page.
The Leadership Academy reflects the needs of the participants; therefore, feedback is
important to us:
“This programme is the best I have ever attended. All the training events, seminars and
mentoring were tailored to us and reflected our needs and level of development. The best
part of the programme was the opportunity to build up the organisation and grow while
gaining new information.”
Miroslav Klempár, Awen Amenca organisation, Ostrava
When asked: How did the programme of the Leadership Academy help you?, Alica Zikmund
Heráková from TUKE.TV answered as follows:
“We started with email marketing; we are preparing an online campaign for spring 2021.
Because of the support, we are improving, and it was a great boost to our current work.
Thanks to the streaming of Ústecko má talent (another participant in the programme), we
experienced quite a boost on our FB channel. We will newly make use of the access to Google
for Nonprofits and the Clipsan emailing tool in our work in promoting and marketing our nonprofit organisation.”
The Leadership Academy continues its activities in 2021, expanding its membership to
include new organisations and independent initiatives from all over the Czech Republic.
The motto of the Academy is: “Stronger Together.”
The programme is led by Mgr. Monika Mihaličková and David Tišer.
“Seize the Power”
experiential education activity for participants in the Leadership Academy.
Artivism Academy
“If the leaders are strong, they can pass on their power to others.”
The vision of this project is to support the leadership skills of a mixed group of young people
in the area of artivism. The main goal is to connect different social and professional groups
and to establish functional cooperation within the civil society in our country. The forms of
artivism change depending on the historical context and use of technology and media.
However, in general, artivism utilises critical imagination to design and organise events and
strategies that raise new questions and meanings in an effort to promote respect for different
ways of life.
The target group of the project – 20 participants from all over the Czech Republic
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Groups: artists, members of the LGBT+ minorities, students and representatives of small
Romani non-profit organisations
Objectives of Artivism Academy
1. To identify the needs and expectations of the project participants.
2. To include team-building activities and games providing hands-on experience that
improve the relationships between the participants, role sharing, mutual learning, the
ability to find solutions to problems within the team and the demonstration of the
leadership skills of the individual participants.
3. To provide a safe environment for sharing ideas and needs. We will create an environment
where each participant feels respected, and their needs are reflected in the content of
the project.
4. To increase the expertise of the participants and their ability to provide information on
the specifics of their minorities or their social issues.
5. To introduce the participants to various forms of artivism that will focus on the detailed
process of achieving change.
6. To create a strong group focusing on different types of civic issues that can support each
other.
The project first started in April 2020. The first phase was mutual familiarisation and the
presentation of the individual groups. Because of the pandemic, during which the entire
country was faced with a state of emergency and restrictions on everyday life, the project
meetings were moved to a completely online form.
The original presentation of the group was supposed to last for a full day and would have
included interactive elements and activities, which had to be limited considerably as a result
of the aforementioned situation. The representatives of each group presented their previous
work in the form of two half-day online sessions: Věra Horváthová-Duždová, artist – Forms
of artivism (on behalf of the art group), Jan Dužda, anthropology student – The problems that
Romani students face (on behalf of the students)
David Tišer – the Roma LGBT+ minority (on behalf of the LGBT+ minority)
Patrik Kotlár – Romani organisations in the Czech Republic (on behalf of the Romani
organisations)
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We also regularly educated ourselves online in the following areas:
1. Monika Mihaličková – Personal development – How to get out of your comfort zone. My
personal and professional goals.
2. Jan Dužda and Monika Mihaličková – Find harmony within yourself and your team. The
goal of the seminar is to support the internal harmony of the team by strengthening the
self-confidence and courage of each participant to leave their comfort zone, deepen the
mutual understanding of the people in the team and improve their cooperation and
synergy.
3. David Tišer – History and socio-cultural specifics of Roma – The goal of the course is to
provide comprehensive data on the cultural specifics and current socio-economic
situation of some Romani families, examples of good practice and inclusive methods. The
course also provides room for connecting this information with specific experiences and
for an open and interactive discussion of related topics.
4. Líza Urbanová – Introduction to the Theatre of the Oppressed method and examples of
techniques. A form of collaborative learning using the theatre as a tool for change. This
method is now used worldwide for political and social activism, conflict resolution,
community work, therapy and legislative issues.
5. Vojtěch Lavička – Non-profit organisations and their multi-source funding – Creating a
strategy for the development of a non-profit organisation in the area of multi-source
funding that will allow you to generate income by offering your own programmes and
products. PR and marketing of regional non-profit organisations – Building the
communication and media strategy of local non-profit organisations on the regional level.
Establishing relationships with local media.
In addition to regular online educational meetings, in December 2020, we implemented the
Romane dživesa/Romani Days project along with the participants, during which we created
a series of three Christmas carols of different genres (funk, csardas and swing). You can watch
them on our Facebook page in the Videos section.
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